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To launch AVNavigator in Windows XP: Start Windows Vista or Windows 7: The CD-ROM icon in the
upper left-hand corner of the screen is called "Start." Description: AVNavigator - Pioneer Home
Theater Systems is a comprehensive AV set-up and operating system. It supports over 10 home
theater receiver models as well as. In this document: QTS Home Theater 1.0.8 is incorporated.
"AVNavigator.exe is not designed to run under Windows 95/98/ME. AVNavigator.exe is not designed
to run under Windows 95/98/ME. This document does not include the installation of the firmware to
operate the program. Click the tabs in this window to locate more information on installing
AVNavigator.AVNavigator requires the use of the Pioneer web browser, found on the DVD.
AVNavigator requires the use of the Pioneer web browser, found on the DVD. With the exception of
the Technical Support section below,. The manual, programs, and files on this DVD are legally
distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Share-Alike License 3.0.
*AVNavigator is not designed to work under Windows 95/98/ME. This DVD contains the AVNavigator
firmware upgrade for the Pioneer AV receiver,. AVNavigator is the wireless control interface and the
operating system for the Pioneer SC-LX85,. This is the CD-ROM that comes with the SC-LX85. The
Pioneer AV receiver is not designed to be run without the Pioneer SC-LX85. To use AVNavigator, you
need to install it on your Pioneer receiver. AVNavigator is a free, online control program that allows
you to set-up and use the Pioneer Home Theater Receiver.. AVNavigator is a control interface that
allows you to control one or more Pioneer AV receivers over your home network. In this document:
QTS Home Theater 2.0 is incorporated. Description:Â Pioneer's Home Theater Controller (HTC) can
control up to eight home theater receivers over the Internet. AVNavigator is a free program
designed to allow you to set up and use the controller. AVNavigator is a free program designed to
allow you to set up and use the HTC. Description: AVNavigator includes all the hardware cables,
cables, and. Without any tuning or fiddling with the settings, you can use. The manual,
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